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Honorable James L. Buckley
United States Senate
Dear Senator Buckley

We are pleased to respond to your December 18 communication
from Khy Kaupelis of Yorktown
to which was attached a letter
Heights expressing concern about the safety of nuclear power.
The AEC believes that nuclear power reactors are safe--safe
It must be recognized.
in the ordinary sense of the word.
that there is no human activity for which there is absolutely
no risk.. However, the efforts of the A.C and the nuclear
industry to reduce risk to a minimum are unparalleled in any
other industry.

I

Since the beginning-of the nuclear reactor program, safety-has
been the principal consideration.. Reactors are designed under
stringent safety criteria and. quality assurance programs;.
safety features are provided to prevent accidents from
hapoening;: and,, as an additional precaution, safety features
ar. engineered into the system to mitigate the consequences
in the unlikely event a serious accident should occur. The
safety record to date in commercial nuclear power plants has
There- have been no accidents which have-,
been excellent.
adversely affected the general public in any way.
Nuclear plants have an excellent record of reliability.
Commonwealth. Edison Company of Chicago, the nation's private
with the largest nuclear capacity on line, reports
utility
that it has had, proportionally, more operating hours from
its large nuclear plants than from fossil plants of comparable
A survey of
report similar results.
Other utilities
size.
nuclear reactor availability for the January--April 1973 period
showed that of 24 utility-owned generating units of 100,003
kilowatts or larger capacity, 14 nuclear steam units were
O percent of the time and eight were availabla
availab1e
This compares with an average of
90 percent of the time.
about 73 percent availability for fossil plants of 600
electrical megawatts or larger over the 1960-1971 period.
Q
Tiis is not to say, of course, that nuclear plants, like
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other large power plants, do not have malfunctions and forced
outages particularly during what could be-described as the
shakedown period. It might be worth noting that many of the
outages of nuclear plants are due to problems with the con
ventional part of the plant..
recognize the importance of
The President and we at the AEC .speeding up research of alternate energy sources, all of which
will be needed to provide our country's needs, for the long
term. The President announced in June of this year that he is
initiating a $10 billion program for research and development
in the energy field to extend over the next five years. Just
recently, AEC Chairman Dixy Lee Ray submitted to the President
a report with specific recommendations for extensive research
in several alternate sources of.'energy including solar, geo
thermal energy and coal gasification. However, as of now,
nuclear and fossil fuels are the only proven means of meeting
It is
our growing energy requirements on a large scale.
and
heat
to
used
been
has
power
solar
true, of course, that
produce
to
used
being
is
energy
geothermal
cool homes and that
electricity on a small scale. However, the technical and
-economic feasibility of using these sources to meet our large
scale energy demands has .yet.to be proven and the long-range
environmental impact of these sources has yet to be investigated.-"
Consolidated Edison Company has had a series of difficulties
with Unit 2 of the Indian Point station at Buchanan, New York,,
both during construction and operation.-: It would be regrettable:-if Mr. Kaupelis should make his, judgment of nuclear power based
on the difficulties encountered at this site, particularly
since these problems have not endangered the public in any way.
We hope this letter will help place the matter in perspective,
an-d are returning Mr. Kaupelis' letter as requested.
Sincerely,
Signed Jon A. Harris
John A. Harris, Director
Off ice of Information Services
bcc: G.Ertter (DR-6489)
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